CONTENT MARKETING 101
FOR ADMISSIONS AND
ENROLLMENT:

How to Increase Applications
Without Trying to Increase
Applications

The Shifting Landscape of
Private School Admissions and
Enrollment
Why change or reevaluate traditional methods of marketing and
communications? Trends show a well-documented trajectory that the
admissions market is changing.

DECLINING POPULATION OF
SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN

WIDENING WEALTH GAP

TUITION INCREASE
OUTPACING INFLATION

GROWTH IN LOW COST/NO
COST OPTIONS
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Shifting "Customer" Focus
Your "customer" has also changed. Many schools are targeting an
audience of Millennials and Gen. Zs. These generations are used to
shopping online and reading reviews before ever making a purchase. In
fact, 20% of Millennials are engaged more than 20 hours per week with
online content.
HOURS MILLENNIALS SPEND ENGAGED WITH ONLINE CONTENT

MILLENNIALS & GEN Z PRIORITIES
Additionally, Millennials and Gen. Z's do not place a huge priority on
education. Instead, their focus is on world travel, impact on society, and
salaries.
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"What's In It for Me?"
When working with prospective families, we need to address the
"what's in it for me" factor. They might give you their name and email
address, but only after you give them something. And the "thing" better
be free.
YOUR BRAND

Brand Matters
As seen above, Millennials and
Gen. Z place a high value on
societal impact. Your brand
should highlight your
contributions to the greater
good. Content marketing can
help.

WHAT YOU
DO AND
SAY

YOUR
BRAND

HOW
PEOPLE
FEEL
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What is Content Marketing?
Content marketing is engaging prospects with value added information
to build a relationship. It takes a variety of forms, but the key
characteristic is that it isn't selling your school.

RELEVANT TO TARGET AUDIENCE
Provide your audience with educational content
relevant to K-12 education. What are your current
parents asking you about? That could be a good place
to start.

NEUTRAL AND UNBIASED
Make sure marketing language is neutral and
unbiased. You aren't selling your school yet; you are
building a relationship.

FEATURES SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
Engage and build trust with your prospects by
demonstrating that you have a unique perspective and
valuable insight into something they care about.

GATED (OPTIONAL)
Feed prospects directly into the pipeline by making
some material "gated" meaning they need to give you
something (usually an email) in order to view your
content.
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Why Do Content Marketing?
BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
School marketing is like a first date. If all you do is talk
about yourself there won't be a second. Content
marketing helps to build authentic relationships by
moving away from transactional interactions ("click here
to apply") and inviting prospectives to participate in a
broader and more meaningful narrative.

School marketing is like a first
date. If all you do is talk about
yourself there won't be a second.
DISTINGUISH YOURSELF
Nearly every private school boasts of innovation,
community, small class sizes, diversity, college
preparedness, etc., etc. For a prospective family, it
doesn't take long for every school to sound exactly the
same. Content marketing helps you rise above the fray
and highlight the things about your school that are truly
unique.
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How Can a School Do It?
Whether you realize it or not, you might already be doing content
marketing. Here are a few common examples:

BLOG POSTS & ARTICLES
Does your school have a blog? If so, you've already
gotten your start in content marketing! Examples: "Why
Every High School Student Should Study Aboard" or "5
Off-Season Training Tips for Lacrosse Students."

CONFERENCES, CAMPS, AND EVENTS
Do you ever host prestigious speakers or notable
alums on campus? Do you invite the general public to
Homecoming, conferences, athletic events, and
camps? These are all examples of content marketing.

WEBINARS
Consider inviting prospects to a free webinar led by a
reading specialist on strategies parents can implement
at home. Or perhaps a session on college preparedness?
Maybe even a cooking class?

PODCASTS
Invite faculty to share life lessons, or perhaps it's a
series on raising curious kids. Maybe your focus is
women in leadership. Find something unique to your
school, then make it a conversation.
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How Do You Do Content
Marketing?

7 THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN CONTENT MARKETING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Be neutral
Don't sell
Reuse and repackage existing content if you can
Create a calendar and cadence
Measure the ROI!
Crawl before you walk (don't launch a podcast series; start
with a webinar)
7. Evergreen content is always best!
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How Do You Do Content
Marketing?

STEP 1: Getting Started
IDEATION & BRAINSTORMING
What are your goals/targets?
What is your ideal prospect profile?
Where do you have an opportunity for growth in enrollment?
Where does your school have areas of expertise?
Do you have existing content?
Look back at old blogs, recordings from events, panel
discussions. What about student or faculty projects?
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How Do You Do Content
Marketing?

STEP 2: Content Creation
THE WHO & THE WHAT
Who is your primary audience?
Secondary audience?
What challenges are they facing?
What solution(s) are you proposing?
Evidence for this solution
Your preferred channel (blog, video, event)
Who is contributing to the piece?
Driver (author, project manager)
Don't forget about your students. You likely have great
authors, videographers, and social media influencers at
your school. See if they can help!
Approver (final say on content)
Contributors (experts consulted)
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How do you do Content
Marketing?

STEP 3: Checklist
THE IMPORTANT TO-DO'S
Outline Complete
First Draft Complete
Second Draft Complete
Final Draft
Post on Website
Targeted Email
Paid Ads
Social Share
Added to email signatures
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Return on Investment
Measure each aspect of the initiative to determine if it was worth the
time and energy!

ROI EVALUATION
Campaign Name
Cost (Paid Ads, design, etc.)
# of Hours to Create
Number of Impressions
Number of Clicks
Number of Downloads
Number of New Applications

Real School, Real Example
WOODWARD ACADEMY
Learn how Woodward Academy
produced gated contentHOW
that their
community needed. They
created this
PEOPLE
article titled "Private vs Public
FEEL School"
as a way to help prospective families
with their decision making while also
taking the first steps to build a
relationship with them.
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One Way to Tell Your Story
In some ways, everything changed in 2020. In other ways, the things
that matter to families weren't impacted at all. Above all, families want
their children to be challenged, mentored, and kept safe. Your school
has a great story to tell. Content marketing is one way to get your story
out. Good luck!
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About Veracross
Veracross provides independent schools
with a suite of reporting, marketing, and
communication tools that are fully integrated
into its admissions and enrollment software.
Contact us to learn how Veracross can help
your school increase enrollment.

Contact
Veracross
401 Edgewater Place
Suite 360
Wakefield, MA 01880
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